Success Stories
Setting a new standard: MediaMarket Italy takes
control of printing costs while rapidly expanding its
network of stores
MediaMarket S.p.A is the Italian subsidiary of
Media Markt, Europe’s number one retailer of

The Challenge

consumer electronics. With 459 superstores in

As one of the fastest

14 countries, Media Markt is a wholly owned

growing organisations

subsidiary of METRO Group, one of the largest

in the retail sector,

international retailing companies worldwide.
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MediaMarket’s expansion

meant that the number of

In Italy, the company owns 79 stores under
the MediaMarket and Saturn brands and is

its in-store printing devices
were increasing rapidly

headquartered in Curno, 50km north-east of

to meet business needs.

Milan.

This posed management

“Lexmark and our team
worked on the ideal
solution for our rapidly
expanding business”

Please Note: This file has n
challenges for IT, so

the decision was taken
to review the printer
infrastructure.

The primary objective

Maurizio Besurga
CIO MediaMarket

MediaMarket Italy
wanted to achieve was
to keep cost down while
maintaining consistent
service levels across the group. As a result,
MediaMarket decided to reduce the number of
devices (by implementing multi-function devices
where possible) and installing a consistent print
infrastructure in every store throughout Italy.

www.lexmark.com
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In addition, MediaMarket Italy wanted this change
to happen in stores in a phased approach in

The solution

order to minimise disruption to the business as it

In a project led by MediaMarket CIO Maurizio

continued with its growth plans.

Besurga, the company engaged Lexmark and

Having evaluated four vendors for a market
review, MediaMarket found that Lexmark was
the best positioned to provide a solution that met
store operational needs and improved device
management while keeping costs under control.

set up a project team to drive and implement the
plan. Once a project scope was agreed, Lexmark
completed assessments of some of the main
store layouts, and then determined an optimal
and standardised device configuration to roll out
across the business.
“Lexmark and our team worked on the ideal

“The solution they designed
met all our objectives and
created a far more
efficient infrastructure while
matching our requirement
for quality and reliability.”

solution for our rapidly expanding business,”
said Besurga. “The solution they designed met
all our objectives and created a far more efficient
infrastructure while matching our requirement for
quality and reliability.”
Based on Lexmark’s proposed output project,

Maurizio Besurga
CIO
MediaMarket

the initial rollout consisted of a three-year plan
to cover all stores. Lexmark provided installation
services during the implementation phase and
delivered the ongoing maintenance of the estate
to ensure a smooth changeover.

The key factors MediaMarket appreciated in
Lexmark’s proposal were:

During the second phase, the project team
identified the opportunity for a further step

1. Clear objectives from the start
of the project

towards greater cost savings and improved store

2. Detailed store assessment to
support recommendations

management service for all stores.

3. A phased approach to rollout
4. Depth and functionality of
Lexmark’s MFP range
5. Services offerings to meet the
customer’s requirements
6. A commitment to a long-term
partnership.

www.lexmark.com

operations through an automated consumables

This service captures printer alerts remotely and
ships the requested consumables directly to the
stores. Reporting on the consumption is provided
for increased visibility, and the implementation of
the service removed both the manual ordering of
consumables and stock inventory.
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The results
As a large quantity of consumables was stored

MediaMarket was also able to take an environmental

both centrally and in the store warehouses, the

approach to its consumables management process

consolidation and rationalisation of the output

by using Lexmark’s Cartridge Collection Programme.

estate achieved savings of 30% on consumables.

Empty cartridges are collected by a partner

MediaMarket is now able to track the usage of

company and sent back to Lexmark for recycling.

consumables within its business for internal billing

Lexmark ensures that more than 90% of collected

while reducing the capital tied up in toner.

cartridges are re-used as secondary raw materials
rather than going into the waste stream.

“We set out a clear objective at the beginning of the
project to consolidate devices,” added Besurga.

Besurga said: “As a retailer of technology and

“Lexmark listened to us and responded with a

electrical products, it is essential that we show best

solution that has really delivered tangible benefits

practice in our own use of technology. Lexmark’s

– not just in the savings but by enabling us to better

solution has allowed us to do this while freeing up

manage our output estate across the whole network

time that can be better spent helping customers.”

of stores.”

“Lexmark listened to us
and responded with a
solution that has really
delivered tangible benefits
– not just in the savings
but by enabling us to
better manage our output
estate across the whole
network of stores.”
Maurizio Besurga
CIO
MediaMarket
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